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Abstract: Epitaxial multiferroic BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 composite thin films exhibit a correlation between
the magnetoelectric (ME) voltage coefficient αME and the oxygen partial pressure during growth.
The ME coefficient αME reaches high values up to 43 V/(cm¨ Oe) at 300 K and at 0.25 mbar oxygen
growth pressure. The temperature dependence of αME of the composite films is opposite that
of recently-reported BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 superlattices, indicating that strain-mediated ME coupling
alone cannot explain its origin. Probably, charge-mediated ME coupling may play a role in the
composite films. Furthermore, the chemically-homogeneous composite films show an oxygen
vacancy superstructure, which arises from vacancy ordering on the {111} planes of the pseudocubic
BaTiO3 -type structure. This work contributes to the understanding of magnetoelectric coupling as a
complex and sensitive interplay of chemical, structural and geometrical issues of the BaTiO3 -BiFeO3
composite system and, thus, paves the way to practical exploitation of magnetoelectric composites.
Keywords: oxide thin films; multiferroic composites; magnetoelectric coupling; magnetoelectric
voltage coefficient; oxygen vacancy superstructure; pulsed laser deposition

1. Introduction
Multiferroic composites consisting of two different chemical compounds offer unique flexibility
in geometrical and structural design to achieve desired functional properties, in particular a high
magnetoelectric coupling [1,2]. Correlations at the interfaces and novel approaches in combining
magnetism and ferroelectricity are mentioned by Fiebig and Spaldin as outlooks in the research
on novel magnetoelectrics [3]. Progress reports highlight the impressive variability of multiferroic
composite materials, which in the future should also allow implementation of electrical transport into
the multiferroic concept [4,5]. Kleemann et al. discussed the complex magnetoelectric (ME) effects
of single-phase Type I (such as BiFeO3 ) and Type II (such as TbMnO3 ) multiferroics in comparison
to multiphase composites and higher-order ME effects in disordered Type III multiferroics [6]. For
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a discussion of possible units of the ME coefficient αMEij = Ei /H j , see [7]. Giant magnetoelectric
coefficients αME are reported in two-two composite multilayers consisting of AlN and amorphous
(Fe90 Co10 )78 Si12 B10 on Si(100). The αME values reach 737 V/(cm¨ Oe) at a mechanical resonance of
753 Hz and 3.1 V/(cm¨ Oe) out of a resonance at 100 Hz [8]. These AlN-(Fe90 Co10 )78 Si12 B10 composites
are applied as magnetic field sensors. The consideration of exchange bias coupling allows a tuning of
the detection limit and ME coefficient of these sensors [9].
Little work is reported on composites containing BiFeO3 ; some papers mostly on bulk solid
solutions are discussed in the review [10] and in [11]. The coexistence of ferroelectricity and
ferromagnetism in BiFeO3 -BaTiO3 thin films at room temperature was reported already in 1999 [12].
More recently, the group around Ramesh combined the multiferroic BiFeO3 with ferrimagnetic
CoFe2 O4 in self-organized nanostructures with a 300-nm total thickness and obtained a transverse
ME susceptibility of 60 mV/(cm¨ Oe) [13]. Muragavel et al. have grown multiferroic epitaxial
(BiFeO3 )x -(BaTiO3 )p1´xq composite films (x = 0.3–0.9) on SrTiO3 :Nb and found compressive strain
for x < 0.7 and relaxed growth for x > 0.7 and a corresponding phase change from rhombohedral
to tetragonal [14]. Epitaxial Co- and Fe-substituted BiFeO3 films for spin-filter applications are
reported in [15]. Mößbauer spectroscopy was applied to bulk (BiFeO3 )x -(BaTiO3 )p1´xq ceramics
(x = 0.9–0.7), and relatively low αME values up to 0.6 mV/(cm¨ Oe) were obtained (1 kHz, HDC = 0) [16].
Nearly a complete mixing ratio of polycrystalline bulk (BiFeO3 )x -(BaTiO3 )p1´xq ceramics (x = 0.025–1)
was investigated, and a maximum αME of 0.87 mV/(cm¨ Oe) was found for x = 0.725 [17].
Compositionally-modulated (Co/Mg/Ni)Fe2 O4 spinel nanopillars embedded in a BiFeO3 matrix
film have been reported recently together with their magnetic response [18]. Reviews on the properties
and device applications of the single-phase multiferroic compound BiFeO3 are published in [19,20].
We reported the effect of rare-earth doping on the multiferroic properties of BiFeO3 thin films [21].
In continuation of this latter work on BiFeO3 , we found that the ME coefficient of single-phase
BiFeO3 thin films can be considerably enhanced by combination with the ferroelectric BaTiO3 in
both superlattices and in chemically-homogeneous composite thin films [11,22,23]. In particular,
while a BiFeO3 film showed an αME of about 2 V/(cm¨ Oe), the corresponding (BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 ) ˆ 15
superlattice showed 9 V/(cm¨ Oe) at 300 K, clearly demonstrating the interface effect on the
magnetic moment direction and magnetoelectric coupling, as published in [23]. In our first
chemically-homogeneous composite films published in [11], we combined the ferroelectric BaTiO3
and multiferroic BiFeO3 phase into a thin film nanocomposite structure, and the detailed connectivity
scheme and coupling mechanism in terms of the microscopic origin of the measured high ME
coefficients αME up to 21 V/(cm¨ Oe) have not been clear up to now.
Therefore, we present in this paper a more detailed investigation of the microstructure of the
chemically-homogeneous BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 composite films based on scanning transmission electron
microscopy (STEM) and selected area electron diffraction (SAED). Furthermore, we discuss the
optimum oxygen supply during the growth of the epitaxial composite films to achieve the maximum
magnetoelectric voltage coefficient and the corresponding film structure, as well as probable
magnetoelectric coupling mechanisms. In the following, we provide results on the solid solution
BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 composite films. The BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 superlattice heterostructures with clear spatial
separation of both phases as published in [11,22,23] are mentioned in the discussion only for
a comparison.
2. Results and Discussion
2.1. Out-of-Plane Strain and Crystalline Structure
In agreement with the modeling of the magnetoelectric voltage coefficient in dependence
of the volume fraction of the piezoelectric component in various lead-based and lead-free oxide
composites [1,24], we have chosen the source target composition for our composite film growth by
pulsed laser deposition (PLD) to be 67 wt % BaTiO3 and 33 wt % BiFeO3 . The oxygen partial pressure
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during PLD was varied between 0.01 mbar and 0.5 mbar. As the growth rate of the composite films
depends strongly on the oxygen partial pressure, it is natural that the film thickness of the samples is
not uniform. We used several sample series for the results presented here (see the running sample
numbers in Table 1). In the last series (G5556–G5562), we tried to compensate for the changing growth
rate by using different total numbers of laser pulses for the growth, resulting in reduced thickness
variation from 208–388 nm only, instead of up to 1000 nm in the previous series. The substrate material
of the films intended for X-ray diffraction (XRD) and ferroelectric and magnetoelectric measurements
was SrTiO3 :Nb(001). For the STEM and SAED investigations only, films grown simultaneously on
MgO(001) were used; see the Experimental Section for further insight into our growth regime. For
oxygen-deficient weakly-Mn-doped ZnO thin films, we have recently measured the trigonal distortion
of oxygen tetrahedra; see [25]. Thus, lower oxygen partial pressure in PLD growth is clearly correlated
to increasing density of oxygen vacancies. With that, we are able to correlate the ME coefficient to the
oxygen deficiency of the composites and related structural properties.
Table 1. X-ray diffraction (XRD) lattice parameters of SrTiO3 substrates and BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 composite
films on SrTiO3 :Nb(001) at the indicated growth pressures p(O2 ). Composite film thickness was
determined at focused ion beam (FIB) cross-sections by scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM) for one sample of each growth series. c-lattice parameters were calculated from wide-angle 004
peaks. The bulk lattice parameters are as follows (nm): SrTiO3 : a = 0.3905 (JCPDS 84-0444); BaTiO3 :
a = 0.39945, c = 0.40335 (JCPDS 83–1880); BiFeO3 : a = 0.3962 (JCPDS 73–0548). The out-of-plane strain
values ∆c/c0 are calculated assuming an averaged bulk lattice parameter of the 67 wt % BaTiO3 -33 wt %
BiFeO3 composite of c0 = 0.40099 nm. For visualization of the cfilm and FWHM(ω) values, see
Figures 1b, 2 and 3, respectively. The accuracy of the lattice parameters is about ˘0.0001 nm.
Several samples for each growth pressure are included in the table to get an impression about the
reproducibility of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and the accuracy of lattice parameters. The sample
numbers show which films were grown simultaneously (identical No.) or in consecutive PLD runs
(successive No.), respectively.
p(O2 )
(mbar)

Sample
No.

Thickness
(nm)

csubstrate
(nm)

cfilm
(nm)

Strain
(c ´ c0 )/c0

FWHM(ω) 103 (˝ )

0.01
0.01
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.15
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.25
0.325
0.4
0.5
0.5

G 5084b
G 5084c
G 5085c
G 5562b
G 5562d
G 5561b
G 5561d
G 5560b
G 4728d
G 5559b
G 5558b
G 5557d
G 5086b
G 5556b

730
730
488
208
208
347
347
365
285
388
352
311
1000
256

0.39055
0.39066
0.39066
0.39067
0.39081
0.39067
0.39069
0.39068
0.39069
0.39067
0.39068
0.39070
0.39056
0.39068

0.41030
0.40991
0.40708
0.40767
0.40618
0.40593
0.40554
0.40403
0.40103
0.40168
0.40148
0.40148
0.40133
0.40150

2.322%
2.224%
1.519%
1.666%
1.294%
1.232%
1.135%
0.758%
0.010%
0.172%
0.122%
0.122%
0.085%
0.127%

0.127
0.125
0.109
0.734 *
0.157
0.162
0.320 *
0.131
0.237
0.272
0.303
0.354
0.346
0.354

* Extra peak broadening due to substrate domains; see Figure S1.

Figure 1a shows XRD 2θ-ω scans of the investigated BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 composite films grown
on SrTiO3 :Nb(001) single crystalline substrates around the 002 peaks. Figure 1a, as well as the 001
reciprocal space maps (RSMs) in Figure 2 demonstrate the film peak shift to lower 2θ angles, i.e.,
increasing out-of-plane lattice parameter with decreasing oxygen partial pressure. In Figure 1b, the
corresponding c-lattice parameters as calculated from the positions of the 004 reflections of the films
are plotted as depicted in Figure S2 in the Supplementary Materials. We found that using 004 peaks for
the calculation of c values results in a smoother dependence on oxygen partial pressure in comparison
to cos2 θ extrapolations with omission of 001 or 001 + 002 peaks. Due to the goniometer height error,
the accuracy of lattice parameters calculated from low-θ peaks, such as 001 and 002, is not sufficient
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Figure 2. XRD reciprocal space maps around the symmetric SrTiO3 001 peaks of BaTiO3
(67 wt %)‐BiFeO3 (33 wt %) composite thin films grown at the indicated PLD oxygen partial pressures.
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2.2. STEM and Oxygen Vacancy Superstructure
2.2. STEM and Oxygen Vacancy Superstructure
Two composite film samples grown on MgO(001) were investigated by STEM and SAED,
Two composite film samples grown on MgO(001) were investigated by STEM and SAED, namely
namely one sample grown at 0.01 mbar (see Figure 4 and Figures S4–S7) and the other at 0.25 mbar
one sample grown at 0.01 mbar (see Figure 4 and Figures S4–S7) and the other at 0.25 mbar (see Figure 5
(see Figure 5 and Figures S7–S10). Because these films on MgO were grown simultaneously with the
and Figures S7–S10). Because these films on MgO were grown simultaneously with the samples on
samples on SrTiO3 and SrTiO3:Nb, we expect the microstructural features found here to be
SrTiO3 and SrTiO3 :Nb, we expect the microstructural features found here to be representative of all
representative of all of our BaTiO3‐BiFeO3 composite thin films. Figure 4 shows a bright‐field STEM
of our BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 composite thin films. Figure 4 shows a bright-field STEM micrograph of a
micrograph of a BaTiO3‐BiFeO3 composite thin film grown at the lowest pressure of 0.01 mbar.
BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 composite thin film grown at the lowest pressure of 0.01 mbar. It shows a high density
It shows a high density of dislocation lines in the film. Energy dispersive X‐ray spectroscopy (EDX)
of dislocation lines in the film. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) maps taken at the STEM
maps taken at the STEM cross‐sections indicate a homogeneous elemental distribution of Ba, Ti, Bi
cross-sections indicate a homogeneous elemental distribution of Ba, Ti, Bi and Fe in the composite film.
and Fe in the composite film. On top of the composite film is a thin gold and a platinum layer
5/13
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Figure 4. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) bright‐field image of the BaTiO3‐BiFeO3
Figure 4. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) bright-field image of the BaTiO3 -BiFeO3
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cross‐section out of the planar film sample using a focused ion beam. For more EDX maps and
see the Supplementary Materials, Figures S4, S6, S8 and S9.
elemental analyses, see the Supplementary Materials, Figures S4, S6, S8 and S9.
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In Figure 5 (top), in the SAED patterns, the main reflections indicate the BaTiO3 -type film structure
of the 67 wt % BaTiO3 -33 wt % BiFeO3 composite and the MgO structure of the substrate, which
Materials 2016, 9, 44
overlap. However, far away from the 000 reflection, a splitting appears due to small differences
Figure 5 (top),
the and
SAEDBaTiO
patterns,
the main
reflectionsfilm
indicate
‐typegreen
film frame
of the latticeInparameters
of in
MgO
(see the
the BaTiO
blue 3and
3 -BiFeO
3 composite
structure
the 67Upon
wt % BaTiO
3‐33
wt % BiFeOof
3 composite
the MgO
substrate, weaker
in Figure
5, topofleft).
closer
inspection
the filmand
patterns
instructure
Figure of
5, the
additional
which
far away from the 000 reflection, a splitting appears due to small
reflections
at overlap.
˘1 {3 (hkl)However,
pseudocubic become visible, which indicate a superstructure with three-times
differences of the lattice parameters of MgO and BaTiO3‐BiFeO3 composite film (see the blue and
the BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 composite lattice parameter (Table 1). The superstructure clearly appears in two
green frame in Figure 5, top left). Upon closer inspection of the film patterns in Figure 5, additional
orientations,
left andatright,
and
at some position, both orientations are observed simultaneously,
weakertilted
reflections
±⅓(hkl)
pseudocubic become visible, which indicate a superstructure with
such asthree‐times
in Figure the
5, top
center.
The
origin of
the superstructure
be superstructure
the same oxygen
BaTiO
3‐BiFeO
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1). The
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right,
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are
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from BaTiO
grown
a reduced
environment
[27]. orientations
If the structural
data
observed
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such
as
in
Figure
5,
top
center.
The
origin
of
the
superstructure
may
be
the
(space group P3m1; see [27]) for such a “reduced BaTiO3 ” were used for SAED simulation, exactly
same oxygen vacancy ordering, which is known from BaTiO3 grown in a reduced environment [27].
the same pattern (also the weak reflections) appears at the same positions as seen experimentally. In
If the structural data (space group P3m1; see [27]) for such a “reduced BaTiO3” were used for SAED
“reduced
BaTiO ”, every third of the hexagonal anion layers stacked along the pseudocubic <111>
simulation,3 exactly the same pattern (also the weak reflections) appears at the same positions as seen
direction
correspondsInto“reduced
a plane BaTiO
of ordered
oxygen
vacancies,
i.e., it
remains
[27].the
experimentally.
3”, every
third of
the hexagonal
anion
layers“empty”
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[28]itin order
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<111> of
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of been
ordered
oxygen by
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“empty”
[27].
to explain additional weak reflections. Those in the SAED patterns shown in Figure 5 are consistent
Several other
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of perovskite
superstructures
havethe
been
discussed
by Glazerinvolve
[28] in order
to
with the structure
model
shown
in Figure
6. In addition,
oxygen
vacancies
the reduction
explain
additional weak reflections. Those in the SAED patterns shown in Figure 5 are consistent
4+
3+
of Ti to Ti as a consequence of charge neutrality, which is corroborated by electron energy loss
with the structure model shown in Figure 6. In addition, the oxygen vacancies involve
the reduction
3+ ions should be located
spectroscopy
with simple
bond-valence
considerations,
thebyTielectron
of Ti4+ [27].
to Ti3+Consistent
as a consequence
of charge
neutrality, which
is corroborated
energy loss
in the incomplete
atom octahedra.
Thus,
oxygen defects
lead tothe
ordered
dipoles.
S5
spectroscopyoxygen
[27]. Consistent
with simple
bond‐valence
considerations,
Ti3+ ions
should Figures
be
located
in
the
incomplete
oxygen
atom
octahedra.
Thus,
oxygen
defects
lead
to
ordered
dipoles.
and S7 in the Supplementary Materials show STEM and SAED images of the corresponding 0.01 mbar
S5 and to
S7beinanthe
Supplementary
Materials
show
STEM
and SAED
images of reflections
the
sample.Figures
There seems
indication
of visually
more
intense
oxygen
superstructure
corresponding 0.01 mbar sample. There seems to be an indication of visually more intense oxygen
of the sample grown with higher oxygen deficiency, i.e., at a lower pressure of 0.01 mbar. Figure S7
superstructure reflections of the sample grown with higher oxygen deficiency, i.e., at a lower
provides
a direct comparison of these SAED images of both samples.
pressure of 0.01 mbar. Figure S7 provides a direct comparison of these SAED images of both samples.

Figure 6. Structure model of oxygen vacancy ordering in planes parallel (111) (left) and (111) (right),

Figure 6.
Structure model of oxygen vacancy ordering in planes parallel (111) (left) and (111) (right),
respectively; projection along [110] (directions according to cubic setting, subscript c; except the
respectively;
projection
along
[110]
(directions
according
to cubic
setting,
subscript
c; except
the
additionally
indicated
[001]
direction
with respect
to the
hexagonal
setting,
subscript
h).
additionally
indicated
with
respect
topink,
the hexagonal
setting,
subscript h). The indication
The indication
of [001]
atomsdirection
is as follows:
blue,
oxygen;
barium; green,
titanium.
of atoms is as follows: blue, oxygen; pink, barium; green, titanium.
In order to confirm this kind of vacancy ordering, kinematical diffraction patterns (cf. Figure 6)
were calculated based on the structure model for oxygen‐deficient trigonal Ba(Ti4+1/3Ti3+2/3)O2.67 given
In by
order
confirm
kind
of vacancy ordering, kinematical diffraction patterns (cf. Figure 6)
[27].to
The
data forthis
BaTiO
3 in the cubic setting were taken from [29]. Apart from a small deviation

were calculated based on the structure model for
oxygen-deficient trigonal Ba(Ti4+ 1/3 Ti3+ 2/3 )O2.67
7/13
given by [27]. The data for BaTiO3 in the cubic setting were taken from [29]. Apart from a small
deviation of the average lattice parameters of the nanocomposite in comparison to bulk BaTiO3
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(splitting of the 222 reflection; cf. Figure 5), the simulated SAED patterns (Figure 6) agree well with the
of the average
of the
nanocomposite
in comparison
to bulk
BaTiOordering
3 (splitting of the
experimental
ones.lattice
Thisparameters
may suggest
a close
analogy between
oxygen
vacancy
in reduced
222 reflection; cf. Figure 5), the simulated SAED patterns (Figure 6) agree well with the experimental
BaTiO3 and that in our BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 composite thin films. Figure S11 compares the calculated
ones. This may suggest a close analogy between oxygen vacancy ordering in reduced BaTiO3 and
oxygen
vacancy ordered “defective” BaTiO3 electron
diffraction pattern with that of pseudocubic
that in our BaTiO3‐BiFeO3 composite thin films.
Figure S11 compares the calculated oxygen vacancy
“stoichiometric”
BaTiO
.
The
SAED
image
taken
from
the 0.25-mbar
composite
film depicted in
ordered “defective” 3BaTiO3 electron diffraction pattern with
that of pseudocubic
“stoichiometric”
Figure
S10 3confirms
again
thetaken
BaTiO
structure composite
of the entire
film.
3 -type
3 -BiFeO
3 composite
BaTiO
. The SAED
image
from
the 0.25‐mbar
filmBaTiO
depicted
in Figure
S10 confirms
again the BaTiO3‐type structure of the entire BaTiO3‐BiFeO3 composite film.

2.3. Magnetoelectric Voltage Coefficients

2.3. Magnetoelectric Voltage Coefficients

Figure 7a,b shows the magnetoelectric voltage coefficient αME of the BaTO3 -BiFeO3 composite
7a,b shows
the magnetoelectric
voltage
coefficient
ME ofmagnetic
the BaTO3field
‐BiFeO
3 composite
thin filmsFigure
as a function
of temperature
and direct
current
(DC)αbias
(H),
respectively,
thin
films as aoxygen
functionpartial
of temperature
and
direct current
(DC) bias
field (H), respectively,
for the
indicated
pressures
during
PLD growth.
Inmagnetic
these experiments,
the measured
forfield
the indicated
oxygenparallel
partial to
pressures
during
PLD growth.
In these
experiments,
the measured
electric
(E) is oriented
the applied
alternating
current
(AC)
and DC H-fields.
During the
electric field (E) is oriented parallel to the applied alternating current (AC) and DC H‐fields. During
measurements, the AC H-field was kept constant, and we did not apply any stress nor an additional
the measurements, the AC H‐field was kept constant, and we did not apply any stress nor an
E-field to the samples. In the temperature dependencies, the DC H-field was also constant. For more
additional E‐field to the samples. In the temperature dependencies, the DC H‐field was also
details,
see theFor
Experimental
constant.
more details, Section.
see the Experimental Section.

Figure
7. Magnetoelectric
voltage
coefficient
ME of BaTiO
3‐BiFeO
3 composite
thininfilms
in
Figure
7. Magnetoelectric
voltage
coefficient
αME ofαBaTiO
thin films
dependence
3 -BiFeO
3 composite
(a) temperature
and magnetic
(b) the DCfield,
bias magnetic
field, for oxygen
the indicated
partial
of (a)dependence
temperatureofand
(b) the DC bias
for the indicated
partialoxygen
pressures
during
pressures
during
the
growth
of
the
composites.
The
legend
of
(a)
is
valid
for
both
(a)
and
(b).
The
DC
the growth of the composites. The legend of (a) is valid for both (a) and (b). The DC bias dependence
bias dependence of αME in (b) is generally weak with a local maximum around 0.5 T. The inset is an
of αME in (b) is generally weak with a local maximum around 0.5 T. The inset is an expanded view
expanded view of αME(HDC) of the 0.325 mbar sample G5558c, compare Table 1. For additional
of αME (HDC ) of the 0.325 mbar sample G5558c, compare Table 1. For additional field-dependent αME
field‐dependent αME graphs, see the Supplementary Materials, Figure S12.
graphs, see the Supplementary Materials, Figure S12.

The magnetoelectric coupling of the composite films increases with decreasing temperature, in
contrast
to that of our recently‐reported
3‐BiFeO3 films
superlattices
consisting
of 15 pairs oftemperature,
stacked
The
magnetoelectric
coupling of theBaTO
composite
increases
with decreasing
thin
BaTiO
3
and
BiFeO
3
layers;
see
[22].
We
assume
that
in
superlattice
heterostructures
with
clearly
in contrast to that of our recently-reported BaTO3 -BiFeO3 superlattices consisting of 15
pairs of
separated
phases,
as
reported
in
[11,22,23],
the
magnetoelectric
coupling
is
dominated
by
stacked thin BaTiO3 and BiFeO3 layers; see [22]. We assume that in superlattice heterostructures
magnetostrictive‐piezoelectric interaction coupled via strain at the interfaces of both phases.
with clearly separated phases, as reported in [11,22,23], the magnetoelectric coupling is dominated
In purely strain‐mediated coupling of the piezoelectric (electrostrictive, ferroelectric) phase to the
by magnetostrictive-piezoelectric interaction coupled via strain at the interfaces of both phases.
magnetostrictive (magnetoelastic, ferromagnetic) phase, the coupling should decrease with
In purely
strain-mediated
the piezoelectric
(electrostrictive,
ferroelectric)
phase to the
decreasing
temperature coupling
due to theof
temperature
dependence
of magnetostrictive
and piezoelectric
magnetostrictive
(magnetoelastic,
ferromagnetic)
phase,
coupling
should
decrease thin
withfilms
decreasing
coefficients. Because
the temperature
dependence
of αMEthe
of the
BaTO3‐BiFeO
3 composite
is
temperature
to the temperature
of magnetostrictive
and piezoelectric
coefficients.
opposite due
in tendency
(Figure 7a), wedependence
expect the participation
of an additional
coupling mechanism,
for example
via charge;
see the further
the temperature
dependence
of in
Because
the temperature
dependence
of αdiscussion
BaTO3However,
-BiFeO3 composite
thin films
is opposite
ME of the below.
magnetoelectric
is the
not participation
yet fully understood.
The ferroelectric
and magneticfor
phase
tendency
(Figure 7a),coupling
we expect
of an additional
coupling mechanism,
example
transitions
of undoped
and Ba‐doped
BiFeO
3 at high temperatures are reported in [30].
via charge;
see the
further discussion
below.
However,
the temperature dependence of magnetoelectric
In not
Figure
S13, we
show additionally
typical ferroelectric
hysteresis
loops of two
series of and
coupling is
yet fully
understood.
The ferroelectric
and magnetic
phase transitions
of undoped
composite films grown simultaneously to that used for the magnetoelectric measurements in
Ba-doped BiFeO3 at high temperatures are reported in [30].
Figures 7 and 8. Almost all samples show ferroelectric switching peaks in the current‐voltage (I‐V)
In Figure S13, we show additionally typical ferroelectric hysteresis loops of two series of composite
films grown simultaneously to that used for the8/13
magnetoelectric measurements in Figures 7 and 8.
Almost all samples show ferroelectric switching peaks in the current-voltage (I-V) characteristics used
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for calculation
the polarization-electrical field (P(E)) hysteresis loops. However, some samples show
distorted I–V characteristics and P(E) loops, as SrTiO3 :Nb substrates with different Nb contents of 0.1%
usedused
for for
calculation
of the
polarization‐electrical
field (P(E))
hysteresis
and characteristics
0.5% were partly
the samples
called
“b” and “d”, respectively;
see Figure
S13.loops.
Too high
However, some samples show distorted I–V characteristics and P(E) loops, as SrTiO3:Nb substrates
Nb content might introduce a barrier layer at the interface to the substrate, which results in rectifying,
with different Nb contents of 0.1% and 0.5% were partly used for the samples called “b” and “d”,
i.e., Schottky behavior concerning the unavoidable leakage current through the films. However, high
respectively; see Figure S13. Too high Nb content might introduce a barrier layer at the interface to
magnetoelectric
coupling seems to correlate clearly with high saturation polarization, as the 0.25 mbar
the substrate, which results in rectifying, i.e., Schottky behavior concerning the unavoidable leakage
sample
shows
both
the films.
highest
αME and
themagnetoelectric
highest saturation
polarization.
current through the
However,
high
coupling
seems to correlate clearly with
In our
recent investigation
superlattices,
we found
anomalies
in the
3 -BiFeO
high
saturation
polarization, of
asBaTiO
the 0.25
mbar 3sample
shows both
the highest
αME and
thetemperature
highest
dependence
αME around the phase transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic BaTiO3 [22].
saturation of
polarization.
Furthermore,
it isrecent
well known
that strain
in thin3‐BiFeO
films may
shift and remarkably
magnetic
In our
investigation
of BaTiO
3 superlattices,
we found broaden
anomalies
in the and
temperature
dependence
αME around
the phase shifts
transition
from
tetragonal toCurie
orthorhombic
ferroelectric
transitions.
For of
example,
strain-induced
of the
ferromagnetic
temperature
BaTiO
3 [22].
Furthermore,
is 0.7
well
known
strain
in
thin
films
may
shift
and
remarkably
broaden
of up
to 19
K were
found initLa
Sr0.3
MnOthat
films
[31].
The
intrinsic
piezoelectric
coefficient
d31 , as
3
and ferroelectric
transitions.
For example,
strain‐induced
shifts
of the ferromagnetic
Curie
wellmagnetic
as the relative
permittivity
of Pb(ZrTi)O
clearly
decrease
with
decreasing
temperature,
while
3
temperature
of
up
to
19
K
were
found
in
La
0.7Sr0.3MnO3 films [31]. The intrinsic piezoelectric
remanent polarization and the coercive field increase [32]. Because also magnetostriction decreases
coefficient d31, as well as the relative permittivity of Pb(ZrTi)O3 clearly decrease with decreasing
with decreasing temperature, the generally increasing αME with decreasing temperature cannot be
temperature, while remanent polarization and the coercive field increase [32]. Because also
explained by strain coupling alone. Rather, charge-related coupling mechanisms may play also
magnetostriction decreases with decreasing temperature, the generally increasing αME with
a role here for our composites. Spurgeon et al. report direct local measurements of strain- and
decreasing temperature cannot be explained by strain coupling alone. Rather, charge‐related
charge-mediated
magnetization
changes
in the
Sr0.3composites.
MnO3 /PbZr
which
can be
0.7our
0.2 Ti0.8 O
coupling mechanisms
may play
also a role
hereLa
for
Spurgeon
et 3al.system,
report direct
local
tuned
by the manganite
layer
thicknesses
[33]. In
the chemically
measurements
of strain‐and
and ferroelectric
charge‐mediated
magnetization
changes
in contradiction
the La0.7Sr0.3MnOto
3/PbZr0.2Ti0.8O3
almost
homogeneous
composite
films
reported
here,
our
superlattices
consisting
of
clearly
separated
system, which can be tuned by the manganite and ferroelectric layer thicknesses [33]. In contradiction
BaTiO
and
BiFeO3 almost
films with
a thickness
of a fewfilms
nm show
thehere,
opposite
temperatureconsisting
dependence
to 3the
chemically
homogeneous
composite
reported
our superlattices
of of
separated
BaTiO
3 and
BiFeO
3 films
with a thickness
of a few
nm show the opposite
αMEclearly
down to
about 100
K and
only
below
an increasing
αME ; compare
[22].
temperature
dependence
of αthe
ME down
to about 100
and
belowpartial
an increasing
αME;during
comparegrowth,
[22].
Figure 8 shows
directly
dependence
of αKME
ononly
oxygen
pressure
for
Figure
8
shows
directly
the
dependence
of
α
ME
on
oxygen
partial
pressure
during
growth,
300 K and at the DC-field of maximum αME , i.e., between 0 and 1 T. We found a reproducible maximum
300 K and at the DC‐field of maximum αME, i.e., between 0 and 1 T. We found a reproducible
of αfor
ME around a 0.25-mbar growth pressure, and for composite thicknesses of 200–400 nm. Thicker
maximum of αME around a 0.25‐mbar growth pressure, and for composite thicknesses of 200–400 nm.
composite films seem to show lower αME values; see Figure 8. The composite film thicknesses
Thicker composite films seem to show lower αME values; see Figure 8. The composite film
were determined directly and precisely from focused ion beam (FIB)-prepared cross-sections: see
thicknesses were determined directly and precisely from focused ion beam (FIB)‐prepared
Figures S14 and S15. In [25], we have measured the trigonal distortion of oxygen tetrahedra of
cross‐sections: see Figures S14 and S15. In [25], we have measured the trigonal distortion of oxygen
oxygen-deficient,
weakly-Mn-doped
ZnO thin films.ZnO
Lower
partial
pressure
in pressure
PLD growth
tetrahedra of oxygen‐deficient,
weakly‐Mn‐doped
thin oxygen
films. Lower
oxygen
partial
in is
clearly
correlated
to
increasing
density
of
oxygen
vacancies,
which
is
accompanied
by
higher
structural
PLD growth is clearly correlated to increasing density of oxygen vacancies, which is accompanied by
distortions,
expressed
locally byexpressed
increasing
variation
of bondvariation
distances
curve
widths, i.e.,
higher structural
distortions,
locally
by increasing
of and
bondrocking
distances
and rocking
filmcurve
mosaicity
[25].
widths,
i.e., film mosaicity [25].

Figure 8. Magnetoelectric voltage coefficients αME of BaTO3‐BiFeO3 composite thin films on

Figure 8. Magnetoelectric voltage coefficients αME of BaTO3 -BiFeO3 composite thin films on
SrTiO3:Nb(001) measured at 300 K and at the DC bias magnetic field with the maximum αME. The
SrTiO3 :Nb(001) measured at 300 K and at the DC bias magnetic field with the maximum αME . The
number at each data point is the composite film thickness as determined from STEM images of
number at each data point is the composite film thickness as determined from STEM images of
cross‐sections prepared by focused ion beam (see the Supplementary Materials, Figures S14 and S15).
cross-sections
prepared by focused ion beam (see the Supplementary Materials, Figures S14 and S15).
The line is drawn to guide the eye only. Using the film thicknesses, structural details of the samples
The (Table
line is1)drawn
guide the
eye
only.
Using the film thicknesses, structural details of the samples
values.
can beto
assigned
to the
αME
(Table 1) can be assigned to the αME values.
9/13
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However, in contrast to the BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 superlattices [22], we do not find a clear correlation
of αME and the ω-related widths of the 103 RSM lattice points; see Table 1 and Figure 3. The lowest
growth pressures result in the narrowest XRD peak widths, i.e., the smallest tilt mosaicity of the
composite films. This behavior is again contradictory to the (BaTO3 -BiFeO3 ) ˆ 15 superlattices, where
we found strongly increasing (001) ω-broadening with both decreasing growth pressure and αME [22].
The contradictory temperature dependencies of the αME of composites and superlattices and their
sensitivity to external growth parameters, such as oxygen supply and layer geometry, indicate a
complex interplay of strain- and charge-mediated magnetoelectric coupling, which requires further
extensive efforts to become clearer in the future.
3. Experimental Section
The 67 wt % BaTiO3 -33 wt % BiFeO3 composite films were grown by PLD from mixed phase targets
with the above-mentioned composition, using a KrF excimer laser and a 10-cm target-to-substrate
distance. The optimum growth temperature was 680 ˝ C; there, the films are highly crystalline. The
PLD oxygen partial pressure was controlled in between 0.01 and 0.5 mbar. In our PLD approach,
four very similar films were grown simultaneously using a multi-substrate holder for epi-polished
SrTiO3 (001) and SrTiO3 :Nb(001) with 0.1% and 0.5% Nb content and MgO(001). The SrTiO3 and
SrTiO3 :Nb substrates were HF etched and annealed prior to deposition to achieve a monolayer-terraced
Ti-terminated surface. By XRD 2θ-ω scans, minor changes of the out-of-plane lattice parameter in
dependence of the used substrate were found; see Ref. [11]. The conducting SrTiO3 :Nb substrates
are required for the determination of ME voltage coefficients together with Pt top contacts of various
diameters to get a thin film capacitor structure. The film thickness was determined directly by STEM
on embedded cross-sections exposed by focused ion beam (FIB); see the Supplementary Materials,
Figures S14 and S15. For these STEM images with lower resolution, a field emission scanning electron
microscope (FEM) FEI NOVA Nanolab 200 (FEI Europe Nano Port, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) was
used. We adjusted the number of laser pulses in PLD to compensate partially the effect of background
pressure on growth rate and to achieve a thickness of 250–400 nm for all applied oxygen partial
pressures; see Figure 8. Thicker films stem from earlier growth runs. With that, we monitor film
thickness effects on magnetoelectric coupling. More details of the growth process, as well as the
structural, ferroelectric and magnetic response of the samples can be found in [11]. For a recent
description of the state of the art of PLD growth, see also the Special Issue “25 years of pulsed laser
deposition” [34].
XRD wide-angle 2θ-ω scans, reciprocal space maps around the symmetric 001 and 002 and the
asymmetric 103 lattice points of the SrTiO3 :Nb(001) substrates were measured using a PANalytical
X'pert PRO MRD (PANalytical B.V., Almelo, The Netherlands) with Cu Kα1/2 radiation from a
parabolic mirror and a PIXcel3D array detector (PANalytical B.V.) with an electronically controlled
receiving slit width.
Free-standing cross-sections for STEM were prepared from two samples, i.e., the
67 wt % BaTiO3 -33 wt % BiFeO3 composite films grown at either 0.25 mbar or 0.01 mbar oxygen
partial pressure on MgO(001). Cross-sections about 100 nm thick were extracted using the FIB of
the above-mentioned FEM Nanolab 200. Further thinning up to 200 kV electron transparency was
done by Ar+ ion milling in a Gatan PIPS instrument (Gatan, Inc., Pleasanton, CA, USA). STEM was
carried out in a Philips CM-200 STEM (FEI Europe Nano Port) with a super-twin objective lens (point
resolution of 0.23 nm). SAED patterns were taken from selected regions of the cross-sections. The
distribution of elements was determined by EDX mapping (EDAX detector system). A weak Bi-deficit
(more pronounced for the 0.01 mbar sample) was found in the composite films due to the use of a
stoichiometric PLD source target and the lower sticking of Bi-species at the heated substrate surface; see
Figures S6 and S9 for quantitative EDX analyses of the two investigated samples in the Supplementary
Materials. Kinematical electron diffraction patterns were simulated using the JEMS software package
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(École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Villigen, Switzerland) [35]. The structure data (not refined)
for “reduced” BaTiO3 required for simulation were taken from [27] with data code ICSD 54785.
The magnetoelectric voltage coefficients αME were measured in a Quantum Design physical
property measurement system (PPMS). The AC voltage induced inside the capacitor structure with
the composite film as the medium in between the two electrodes is measured with a lock-in amplifier
SR 830 (Stanford Research Systems, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) in response to a small AC magnetic
field with a fixed frequency of 1 kHz and a field strength HAC of 10 Oe (1 Oe = 103 /4π¨ A¨ m´1 ).
Both AC and possible additional DC magnetic fields are applied in the out-of-plane direction of the
capacitor, i.e., along the ME voltage in longitudinal geometry. For more details and corresponding ME
measurements on BiFeO3 -based bulk samples and BiFeO3 films, see [36] and [23], respectively.
Ferroelectric hysteresis loops were measured using a thin film analyzer TF 2000 HS (aixACCT
Systems GmbH, Aachen, Germany) in dynamic hysteresis mode with frequencies of 100 Hz up to
1 kHz, without or with leakage current compensation. Triangular excitation pulses were applied in the
dynamic sequences. The diameter of Pt top contacts was usually 225 µm.
4. Conclusions
BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 composite thin films with a mixing ratio of the PLD source target of
67 wt % BaTiO3 and 33 wt % BiFeO3 and a total film thickness of typically 350 nm show a clear
dependence of magnetoelectric voltage coefficient αME on oxygen partial pressure during growth.
Three composite films grown at 0.25 mbar show the highest αME values of 36–43 V/(cm¨ Oe) at 300 K.
αME decreases for both lower and higher growth pressure, due to increasing oxygen deficiency and
increasing crystallite size, respectively. The composite films are grown epitaxially on SrTiO3 :Nb(001)
substrates and exhibit increasing out-of-plane strain with decreasing PLD growth pressure in the
range from 0.5 mbar down to 0.01 mbar. Because the out-of-plane lattice parameters of BaTiO3 and
BiFeO3 are very close together, the corresponding XRD peaks of the two phases could not be resolved.
Therefore, the detailed microstructure of the composite films on the atomic length scale has been
unknown up to now.
However, STEM micrographs and SAED patterns taken from different regions of cross-sections of
the composite films indicate an oxygen vacancy superstructure, which arises from vacancy ordering
on the {111} planes of the pseudocubic BaTiO3 -type structure of the composite films. The intensity
of the additional superstructure reflections seems to correlate to the oxygen growth pressure of the
two investigated samples. This means that the sample grown at lower (0.01 mbar) pressure seems
to show a more pronounced oxygen vacancy superstructure in comparison to the sample grown at
higher (0.25 mbar) p(O2 ). In our previous work on oxygen-deficient ZnO thin films [25], we found a
clear correlation of the PLD growth pressure and oxygen deficiency of films, which goes along with
the structural distortions of the cation-anion octahedra.
Contrary to our recently investigated (BaTiO3 -BiFeO3 ) ˆ 15 superlattices [11,22,23], αME shows
an increasing behavior with decreasing temperature, which cannot be explained by strain-mediated
ME coupling of piezoelectric and magnetostrictive phases in the composite films alone. Rather,
charge-mediated ME coupling may play a role here. Further research is planned to understand the
observed temperature and DC magnetic field dependencies of αME more clearly to be able to design
magnetoelectric composites with clear application perspectives.
Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at www.mdpi.com/1996-1944/9/1/44/s1,
Figures S1 to S15. We show additional RSMs and XRD scans (Figures S1–S3), and additional transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) images and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) analyses of two selected
BaTiO3 (67%)-BiFeO3 (33%) composite samples grown at 0.01 mbar (Figures S4–S7), and at 0.25 mbar
(Figures S7–S11). Furthermore, we show further details of magnetoelectric voltage coefficients (Figure S12),
corresponding ferroelectric hysteresis loops (Figure S13), as well as FIB extractions and low-resolution scanning
transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images from the field emission scanning electron microscope (FEM)
(Figures S14 and S15).
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